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This invention relates to an improved holder 
for supporting coils of wire or metal strapping of 
the kind used for example in binding cases, bales, 
boxes and the like, and the primary object of the 

5 invention is to provide a support which will enable 
the coil to be rotated and the wire or strapping 
drawn o? from the coil by simply pulling. on the 
free end of the wire or strapping. 
In accordance with the invention there is pro 

10 vided an improved holder for a coil of wire or 
metal strapping comprising a support, a carrier 
mounted for rotation on said support, and on 
which a coil may be rested in substantially co 
axial relationship therewith and a guide through 

‘15 which the wire or strapping is passed as it is 
drawn off the coil. This guide, which may be con 
veniently formed as a tube, may be shaped and 
mounted so as to lead the wire or strapping as it 
is drawn off from the coil in a direction at an 

go angle to the plane of rotation of the carrier. 
Thus for example the rotary carrier with a coil 

thereon may be arranged close to the ?oor and the 
wire or strapping as it is drawn oil the coil may ' 
be directed upwards by the guide towards the work 

25 level. 
In accordance with the invention, the guide for 

the wire or strapping may also be mounted so as 
to be capable of limited movement on the support 
and the entry end of the guide arranged to en- , 

3o gage in one of its positions with a part on the 
rotary carrier so as to prevent the latter rotating. 
The shape of the guide may be such that a pull 
upon the wire or strapping passed through the 
guide, to unwind the coil, e?ects such a movementv 

35 of the guide as will disengage its entry end from 
the part on the rotary carrier, so that the latter 
is'made free to rotate. Biasing means such as a 
spring may be provided to effect a return move 
ment of the guide to the stopping position when 

40 the pull on the wire or strapping is released. 
The means provided on the carrier for co-oper- ’ 

ation in the above described manner‘ with the 
entry end of the guide to stop rotation of the car 
rier, may comprise a number of upward projec 

45 tions near the periphery of the carrier which also 
serve to limit the expansion or degree of uncoil 
ing of the coil on the carrier due to the inherent 
springiness of the material. In the position of 
rest the entry end of the guide lies in the path of 

50 rotation of said projections and forms a stop for 
engagement by any one of them, whilst during 
the operation of drawing o? the wire or strapping 
from the coil said guide is moved by the tension ‘ 
of the wire or strapping and the entry end of the 

as guide moved from the path of the projections and 
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to aposition nearer the axis of the rotary carrier. 
Whilst the improved holder is adapted for use 

with coils of wire or with ribbon wound coils of 
strapping, it o?ers particularly marked advan 
tage when used in the manipulation of mill wound 
coils of strapping, that is to say coils in which 
each of the superposed layers in the coil includes 
a plurality of convolutions after the manner of 
the threads wound upon a bobbin. Such mill 
wound coils of strapping are of much greater 10 
weight than ribbon wound coils of similar diam 
eter; 
With a view to still further facilitating the han 

dling of such heavy mill wound coils, the improved 
holder according to the invention may be mount- 15 
ed upon'wheels so as to be readily transportable. 
The invention is illustrated by way of example 

in the accomapnying drawings in which 
Fig_ 1 is a view in perspective of a complete 

coil holder according to the invention, 20 
Fig. 2 is an end elevation looking from the left 

in Fig. l and with a mill wound coil of metal 
strapping shown in position, 

Fig. 3 is a view in plan of the holder with a coil 
of strapping in position. 25 

Referring'to the drawings, a support of metal 
tubular construction comprises a main tube I and 
across tube 2 at one end of said main tube I, this 
cross tube housing an axle for a pair of wheels 3. 
At the other end of the main tube I is a?‘ixed a 30 
further tube 4 which extends upwardly from tube 
I andis bent to form a convenient‘ handle 5. A 
foot 6 is provided at the junction of tubes I and 
4 which when rested upon the ?oor supports bar 
I substantially horizontally. 
‘At a point intermediate the length of tube I is 

?xedly mounted an upwardly extending pillar 1 
shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1 and having a coni 
cal tip. 
The rotary coil carrier is formed by a spider 

having four symmetrically arranged arms 8 ex 
tending radially from a central hub sleeve 9 closed 
at its upper end and adapted to ?t over and rotate 
upon the pillar ‘l. 
A screw I0 passed through a hole in the end of 

the hub sleeve 9 and into the end of the pillar 1 
serves to retain the carrier on the pillar. 
Bracing webs I I are provided between the arms 

8 and the hub sleeve 9, these webs I I being of a 
radial length somewhat less than the radius-of 50 
the space within a coil of wire or strapping I2 
to be used (see Fig. 3). The upper outer corners 
I3 of the‘ webs II arepreferably chamfered, to 
facilitate the placing of a coil in position on the 
carrier. 55 
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Upon the extremities of the arms 8 of the car 
rier are ?xed metal angle pieces I4 one arm I5 of 
each of which extends upwards from the arms 8, 
at a radial distance from the pillar ‘I which is 
substantially greater than the external diameter 
of a full and unloosened coil of strapping or wire 
(see Fig. 3). In some cases the angle pieces I4 
may be adjustable on the arms 8 of the carrier 
so that this radial distance may be varied. 
The guide for the wire or strapping as it is I 

drawn oif the coil I2 is in the case illustrated 
formed of a shaped tube I6 of an internal diame 
ter somewhat greater than the width of the widest ' 
strapping to be handled, and 'is curved as shown 
so that when mounted a part near. its'entry end 
may lie substantially parallel to Ith'e-outer'turns 
of a coil of strapping on the carrier and inwards 
with regard to the path of rotation'of ‘theup'wardé, 
ly extending limbs 55 of the angle pieces I4 on 
the carrier arms 8, and at a level convenient for 
the entry of the strapping from the coil -I2 with 
out kinking it, as ‘shown for example in Fig. 2. 
The guide tube I6 may be conveniently mounted 
on the upwardly extending tube 4 forming part 
of the support for the carrier, and the entry end 

' I5’ of the tube directed substantially tangentially , 
of the circular path of rotation of projections I5 
as shown in Fig. 3. The tube I6 is also shaped 
and mounted so as to have an upward sweep from 
its inlet end I6’ to its outlet end I6”, Fig. v2. 
In use, the coil of wire or strapping I2 having 

been placed in position on the carrier by passing 
it over the webs II, the )freeend of the coil is 
threaded through the guide tube I6. 
The holder may nowbe brought to a suitable 

“position on the ?oor relatively to the work bench 
by means of the wheeled support I, 2, 3, and 
handle 5, and thereafter material may be drawn 
off as required from the coil I2 by pulling it 
through the guide tube I6,‘ the'coil and carrier 
meanwhile rotating .on-the bearing pillar ‘I. 
In the case of ?at metal strapping, the’ strap 

ping cannot of course bend in its own plane as 
it is drawn o? the coil I2, but the tubular form 
of the upwardly swept guide .16 permits a pro 
gressive twisting. of the strapping as shown in 
Figs. 2 and 3, and thus'it may be drawn upwards 

. from the coil-near the ?oor to a vhigher ‘working 

Ll LI 

level. 
In section, strapping within the guide tube I6 

forms a chord with the internal surface of said 
tube,~but itiis~the edges of the ‘inner side only‘of 
the strapping, that is to say the edges of the‘ 
surface originally towards the centre of the coil 
I2, which make rubbing engagement with the 
interior of the tube I6. Thus the improved 
holder is without adverse'e?’ect upon lacquering, 
printing or the like on the outer surface‘o-r edges 
of treated strapping. _ > 

The direction of the twist imparted to strap 
ping in the guide tube It in the case illustrated 
is such as to bring the inner'side of the strapping 
uppermost, but a twist in the reverse direction to 

» bring the outside of the portion of strapping 
‘about to be used uppermost, can readily ‘be im 
parted by hand by the operator. ’ 

Alternatively a ring 22 may be’provided on the 
tube 4 in a position above the outlet‘end of guide 
tube Iii,’ through which the strapping may be 
passed after leaving'the end of tube I6'and‘the 
reversal of the strapping effected by pulling it 
in an appropriate direction away from the ring 22. 
The ends I6’ ‘and I6" of theguide tube I6 may 

with advantage be ‘flared. 
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The extent to which the coil on the carrier may 

expand or unwind is limited as clearly shown in 
Fig. 3 by the upwardly extending limbs I5 of the 
angle pieces I4 on the carrier arms 8. 
The guide tube I6 may also be utilised to bring 

the rotary carrier to a standstill when the pull 
on the wire or strapping passing therethrough 
is relaxed. For this purpose the guide-tube I6 is 
mounted by clamping it ?xedly intermediate its 
length by means of a stirrup I ‘I, to a bracket 
member I8 formed of sheet metal bent to the 
shape shown and mounted for limited angular 
‘rocking movements on the straight portion of 
tube'4.’ :i ' 

Atfthe'lower end of bracket member I8 is pro 
vided an extension piece I9 extending towards 

_;the rotary carrier and having a downwardly ex 
tending fork 20 at the free end thereof, which 
fork ‘embraces the tube I. A spring 2I a?ixed to 
tube I extends through the fork 20 to urge the 
bracket I8 and tubular guide I6 in a clockwise 
direction in Fig. 3 about the axis of tube 4. 
Thedimensions of the fork 20 are such that 

the bracket ‘I8 and guide'tube I6 may move be 
tween two positions in one of 
end I 6’ of the guide tube lies in the path of rota 
tion of projections I5 on the rotary carrier as 
shown in full lines in‘ Fig. 3 and a position where 
the entry end I6’ of said tube ‘I6 lies at the side 
of said path towards the axis of the rotary car 
rier as‘ shown in dotted lines in Fig. 3, in which 
position the projections I5 can‘pass, during rota 
tionof'the carrier, outside the lower part of the 
tubular guide. . 

The pull upon the strapping extending through 
the guide ‘tube I6 causes the bracket I8 and tube 
I6 to'move-against spring 2I into the dotted line 
positionof Fig. 3 towards the coil I2 and out of 
the ‘path .of projections I5, so that the rotary 
carrier ’is free to rotate and the coil to unwind. 

If the'strapping is passed through the ring 22 
‘as described‘ above, the tube IE will still be rocked 
1n this manner when the strapping is pulled, ir 
respective of the direction in which the strapping 
is pulled away from said ring. 
When the pull on the strapping is relaxed, the 

bracket I8 and'tubular guide I6 are returned by 
spring 2| to the full line position of Fig. 3 where 
thef?rst following projection I5 abuts against the 
end -I6'-of the tubular guide to bring the rotat-_ 
ing carrier ‘to - a standstill. 

Icla'im: 
1. An improved holder for a coil of wire‘or 

metal strapping, comprising a support, a rotary 
carrier mounted on said support and on which 
a coil maybe rested in substantially co-axial re 
lationship therewith, a projection adjacent the 
periphery of said rotary carrier and a shaped 
guide through which the material is passed as it 
is drawn off the coil and'adapted to ‘lead the 
material in a direction at an angle to the plane 
of rotation of the carrier, said shaped guide being 
mounted with‘ limited movement upon "the sup 
port and ‘means to limit the movement of said 
guide so'that'the entry ‘end thereof may be moved 
between a position in the‘path of the projection 
on the rotary carrier and a position‘ but of said 
path and nearer the axis of the carrier. 

2. An ‘improved holder “fora coil 'of wire or 
metal ‘strapping, comprising a support, a rotary 
carrier mountedion said support and on which a 
coil -ma'yibe rested bodily-in substantially co 
axial relationship therewith, a-projection on said 
rotary carrier, a tubular guide through which 

which the entry ' 
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the material is passed as it is drawn off the coil, 
said guide being adapted to lead the material in 
a direction at an angle to the plane of rotation 
of the rotary carrier and being mounted so as to 

. be capable of limited movement upon the support 
so that the entry end thereof may be moved into 
and out of the path of rotation of the projection 
on the rotary carrier and biasing means adapted 
to urge the entry end of said guide member into 
the path of rotation of the projection. 

3. An improved holder for a coil of wire or 
metal strapping comprising a transportable sup 
port, a rotary carrier mounted on said support 
and on which a coil may be rested bodily in sub 
stantially co-axial relation therewith, said car 
rier including a rotary hub, a series of radial arms 
connected with said hub and projections adja 
cent the outer ends of said arms adapted to limit 
the expansion of a coil in position on the carrier, 
a curved tubular guide through which the mate 
rial is passed as it is drawn off the coil, said 
guide being mounted with limited movement on 
the support so that the inlet end thereof is ca 
pable of movement between a position in the path 
of rotation of the projections and a position on 
the inside of said path, and disposed so as to lead 
the material spirally upwards and outwards 
across the path of rotation of said projections. 

4. An improved holder for a coil of wire or 
metal strapping comprising a transportable sup 
port including an upwardly directed column, a 
rotary carrier mounted on said support and on 
which a coil maybe rested bodily in substantially 
co-axial relation therewith, said carrier. including 
a hub, a series of radial arms connected with said 
hub, upwardly extending webs on the inner ends 
of the arms adapted to enter the central space of 
a coil to locate the latter on the carrier and pro 
jections adjacent the outer ends of said arms 
adapted to limit the expansion of a coil in posi 
tion on the carrier, a tubular guide through which 
the material is passed as it is drawn off the coil, 
said guide being pivotally mounted for limited 
rocking movements on the column on the sup 
port so that one end thereof may engage and 
disengage a projection on the rotary carrier and 
being disposed so as to lead the material from 
the coil in a direction at an angle to the plane 
of rotation of the rotary carrier and outwardly 
across the path of rotation of the projections ad 
jacent the outer ends of the arms. 

5. An improved holder for a coil of Wire or 
metal strapping, comprising a support, a rotary 
coil carrier mounted on said support and on 
which a wound coil may be placed bodily in sub 
stantially co-axial relationship therewith, means 
adjacent the periphery of the rotary carrier to 
limit the unwinding of the coil on the carrier, 
and a shaped tubular guide of compound curva 
ture through which the strip material is passed 
as it is drawn oil the coil, said guide being mount 
ed on the support with its inlet end projecting 
on the inner side of the path of rotation of the 
means for limiting the unwinding of the coil and 
disposed so as to direct the unwound material 
in an upward curve from the plane of rotation of 
the rotary carrier and in a curve outwards across 
the periphery of the rotary carrier at an inclina 
tion to the plane of rotation of the rotary carrier. 

6. An improved holder for a coil of wire or 
metal strapping, comprising a support, a rotary 
coil carrier mounted on said support and on 
which a wound coil may be placed bodily in sub 

' stantially co-axial relationship therewith, means 
adjacent the periphery of the rotary carrier to 

3 
limit the unwinding of the coil on the carrier, and 
a tubular guide of smooth compound curvature 
through which the strip materal is passed as it is 
drawn off the coil, said guide being mounted on 
the support with its inlet end projecting on the 
inner side and substantially tangentially of the 
path of rotation of the means for limiting the 
unwinding of the coil and disposed so as to direct 
the unwound material in an upward curve from 
the plane of rotation of the rotary carrier and 
in a curve outwards across the periphery of the 
rotary carrier at an inclination to the plane of 
rotation of the rotary carrier. 

'7. An improved holder for a coil of wire or 
metal strapping, comprising a support, a rotary 
carrier, mounted on said support‘ and on which 
a coil may be rested bodily in substantially co 
axial relationship therewith, a projection adja 
cent the periphery of said rotary carrier, a curved 
tubular guide through which the material is 
passed as it is drawn off the coil and adapted to 
lead the material in a direction at an angle to 
the plane of rotation of the carrier, said guide 
being mounted with limited movement upon the 
support, means to limit the movement of said 
guide so that the entry end thereof may be moved 
between a position in the path of the projection 
on the rotary carrier and a position out of said 
path and nearer the axis of the carrier, and bias 
ing means adapted to urge the entry end of said 
guide into the path of rotation of the projection. 

8. An improved holder for a coil of wire or 
metal strapping comprising a support, a rotary 
carrier mounted on said support and on which 
a coil may be rested bodily in substantially co 
axial relationship therewith, a projection on said 
rotary carrier, and a curved tubular guide 
through which the material is passed as it is 
drawn oif the coil, said guide being mounted so 
as to be capable of limited movement on the sup 
port about an axis parallel to the axis of rota 
tion of the rotary carrier and so that the entry 
end thereof may be moved into and out of the 
path of rotation of the projection on the rotary 
carrier, and biasing means adapted to move the 
guide in the direction to locate the entry end in 
the path of the projection on the rotary carrier 
and adapted to be overcome to permit the said 
entry end to move from said path when a pull is 
exerted on the material. 

9. An improved holder for a coil of wire or 
metal strapping, comprising a support, wheels 
on said support to render said support trans 
portable, a rotary carrier mounted on said sup 
port and on which a coil may be rested bodily 
in substantially co-axial relationship therewith, 
projections on the rotary carrier adjacent the 
periphery thereof and projecting parallel to the 
axis of rotation of the carrier, and a tubular 
guide thrpugh which the material is passed as it 
is drawn off the coil, said guide being mounted 
for limited rocking movement on the support 
so that the inlet end thereof may be moved into 
and out of abutting engagement with a part of 
the rotary carrier, said guide being adapted to 
direct the material from the coil in a direction 
at an angle to the plane of rotation of the car 
rier and outwards across the path of rotation of 
the projections. 

10. An improved holder for a coil of wire or 
metal strapping, comprising a support, a rotary 
carrier mounted on said support, a plurality of 
symmetrically arranged projections adjacent to 
the periphery of, and extending in a direction 
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‘and adapted to limit the expansion of a coil of in the path of rotation of the projections on the 
material placed on said carrier in substantially carrieranda position where it lies close to and 
co-axial relationship therewith, and a tubular inside'the path of rotation of the projections on 
guide member’mounted with limited movement the carrier, and the outlet of said guide tube 

[5] on the support and through which guide tube the being directed upwardly and outwardly relatively 5 3 
material vis passed as it is drawn off the coil, the to the plane of rotation of the carrier. 

— entry end of said movable ‘guide tube being ‘ar 

7 , ranged \to move between a position where it lies GEOFFREY JOSEPH ABBOTT. 


